TeleNav Vehicle Tracker™ from AT&T
Best in Class Technology for Vehicle Tracking Applications

TeleNav Vehicle Tracker gives you visibility of vehicles and mobile resources in the field, delivering increased operational control, reduced risk and lower costs. Combining cutting-edge technology with a simple and reliable web-based system, TeleNav delivers affordable, flexible and scalable fleet management for any sized organization. A leader in vehicle tracking and mobile workforce management, TeleNav stands behind its services with free, automatic upgrades and 24x7 customer support.

Potential Benefits
- Reduce fleet mileage – Use breadcrumb history and location information to optimize routes, reducing mileage and wear and tear on fleet vehicles as much as 19%*
- Save on fuel – Slash fuel costs by up to 13%*
- Increase workforce utilization – Near real-time location information, optimized routing and improved accountability can lead to improved workforce utilization, reducing your operating costs
- Improve operational reporting – Provide detailed reports on driver/vehicle locations and route reports to address service questions and complaints and validate time card data
- Driver compliance – Detailed reporting helps ensure driver compliance with company policies and assists with DOT reporting
- Improve driver performance and safety – Monitor and control speeding, route selection and stop duration to help ensure driver and public safety

Solutions
- Select from a variety of purpose-built tracking devices
- Monitor vehicle location with TeleNav’s award winning Web interface, featuring dynamic maps, data layers, custom map overlays and more
- Customize speed, stop and location/geofence alerts
- Capture vehicle operation data, including temperature, on/off, low fuel, accessories/PTOs in use and more
- Manage vehicles within same dashboard as mobile workers using TeleNav workforce management solutions on cell phones and smart phones
Requirements

• Vehicle Tracker Hardware
• Monthly TeleNav Service
• Installation of hardware in vehicle
• Minimum of 2MB Data Plan
• Internet service to access TeleNav web portal

See individual device datasheets for specifications

For more information contact your AT&T Representative or visit us at www.att.com/business.